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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com. The forest contains two sites named Site1 and
Site2.
You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization that contains two
servers. The servers are configured as shown in the following
table.
An administrator creates a new Active Directory site named
Site3. The administrator creates mailboxes for the users in
Site3. All of the mailboxes of the Site3 users are located on
EX1.
Site3 contains a domain controller named dc3.contoso.com. The
Site3 users report that sometimes, when they open Microsoft
Outlook, it takes a long time to access their mailbox.
You need to reduce the amount of time it takes for the users to
access their mailbox.
Which command should you run? (To answer, select the
appropriate options in the dialog box in the answer area.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
What combination of steps could a Solutions Architect take to
protect a web workload running on Amazon EC2 from DDoS and
application layer attacks? (Select two.)
A. Put the EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group and configure
AWS WAF on it.
B. Put the EC2 instances behind a Network Load Balancer and
configure AWS WAF on it.
C. Create and use an internet gateway in the VPC and use AWS
Shield.
D. Create and use an Amazon CloudFront distribution and
configure AWS WAF on it.
E. Migrate the DNS to Amazon Route 53 and use AWS Shield
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://aws.amazon.com/answers/networking/aws-ddos-attack-mitig
ation/
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Auf geschÃ¼tzte Attribute kann mit Methoden der Klasse und
ihrer Unterklassen zugegriffen werden.
A. Stimmt
B. Falsch
Answer: A
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